Evolutionary Algorithms Evolutionary Algorithms
Provide a straightforward approach to solve Provide a straightforward approach to solve difficult optimization problems difficult optimization problems
Operate on a population of tentative solutions Operate on a population of tentative solutions applying the principle of survival of the fittest to applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce better and better approximations to a produce better and better approximations to a solution solution
Can provide a number of potential solutions to a Can provide a number of potential solutions to a given problem. The final choice is left to the user given problem. The final choice is left to the user Search is performed in a parallel manner Search is performed in a parallel manner Step 1.
Step 1. Generate a random Generate a random population population of of n n chromosomes chromosomes Step 2.
Step 2. Assign a fitness to each Assign a fitness to each individual individual
Step 3.
Step 3. Repeat until Repeat until n n children have children have been produced been produced 
Generations Generations
As each new generation of As each new generation of n n individuals is generated, they replace individuals is generated, they replace their parent generation their parent generation To achieve the desired results, 500 To achieve the desired results, 500 to 5000 generations are required to 5000 generations are required
Ultimate Goal Ultimate Goal
Each subsequent generation will Each subsequent generation will evolve toward the global maximum evolve toward the global maximum After sufficient generations a near After sufficient generations a near optimal solution will be present in optimal solution will be present in the population of chromosomes the population of chromosomes 
Dynamic Evolution Dynamic Evolution
Genetic algorithms can adapt to a Genetic algorithms can adapt to a dynamically changing search space dynamically changing search space Seek out the moving maximum via a Seek out the moving maximum via a parasitic fitness function parasitic fitness function 
Speedup Speedup
Very common in deterministic parallel algorithms field. Very common in deterministic parallel algorithms field.
It refers to how much faster a parallel algorithm is than a It refers to how much faster a parallel algorithm is than a corresponding sequential algorithm. corresponding sequential algorithm. 
